Features

01.

Groundbreaking zero bonding
The upgrade of the bonding technology makes

Air (2mm-3mm)

Air (0mm-1mm)

the air gap between the covered glass and the
LCD panel almost invisible to improve the overall
performance of the display to another level,
physically and technically.

Air Bonding

Zero Bonding

Higher readability & smoother writing
Zero bonding technology brings us a higherdefinition visual experience by reducing parallax
and enhancing readability. In addition, high
proximity between fingertip and writing trail makes
writing smoother as natural as you’re writing on the
paper.

Latest Android 9.0 version
Provide the latest Android 9.0 version on IFP,
leading most IFP operating systems on the
market. Enjoy faster processing speed, smoother
operation experience, more stable and secure
system environment.

Large capacity memory
Support 3G RAM to upscale the speed for runing
multiple tasks at the same time, and 32G ROM to
offer you enough room to save the files. With its
large capacity memory, you can always feel its
power while using it.
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02.

Intelligent touch and accurate writing
TB1000 with advanced IR technology supports 20
touch writing simultaneously. 2mm writing height
and1.5mm writing accuracy ensures instant
response and high precision, make writing more
smooth and accurate to display on the screen.

Superior image quality
The 4K ultra-high-definition screen displays high
contrast, high brightness and high range of NTSC
(>80% NTSC) clarity. Whether under Android or
Windows systems, the powerful image and video
performance is pleasant to the eyes.

Continuous annotation on any source
Switch freely among different input sources while
making direct annotations and save the multisource annotation pages under Android. Scan the
QR code to easily share meeting records.

High quality speakers
Total power output 15W*2 with independent
bass, the special designed acoustic structure
creates rich stereo sound for premium audio
performance.
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03.

Floating bar with intuitive UI design
Adopt the newly designed floating menu bar with
intuitive UI. Movable hotkeys are provided for users
to easily control the interface. Start what you want
to do in the shortest time.

Share your ideas freely
No need to plug cables anymore. With built-in
Eshare Pro software, share your screen wirelessly
and effortlessly. Show what you want to present
right now, creating a good environment for your
thoughts to flow freely.

Windows Ink Compatible
Support direct writing on MS Office documents,
save annotations in the original file and share.
With multi-functional collaborative Ink, you will
never lose a thought.

Bundled with IQ KitsMemos
education software
As a classic model perfect for education market,
IQTouch TB1000 is bundled with our self-developed
IQ KitsMemos software to facilitate interactive
teaching. Abundant subject tools and resources are
available for teachers to create an engaging class
environment.

Peripherals

04.

IQSpeakerphone

IQConference PTZ Camera

IQSound

IQ SmartPen

IQ Share Button

IQ Height-Adjustable Stand

